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BEATS, RHYMES AND LION LIFE WITH MR. ARMENTA
Mr. Armenta: Music Instructor
Song of the Week: “How Far? Ft. Tony Allen & Skepta” by Gorillaz
Stuart “2-D” Pot, Murdoc Niccals, Noodle, and Russel Hobs have been hard at
work in their fictional studio this year. The animated members of the virtual
band Gorillaz, created by singer-songwriter Damon Albarn and animator Jamie Hewlett, have released a new single this month “How Far? Ft. Tony Allen
& Skepta” as part of their ongoing “Song Machine” project that is releasing
new songs by Gorillaz each month this year. The track features legendary
Nigerian drummer and Afrobeat pioneer Tony Allen (who recently passed
away on April 30th, 2020) and British MC Skepta of Nigerian descent. Damon
Albarn and Tony Allen were close friends and frequent collaborators, and in
my opinion the two never sounded better. Rest in peace Tony Allen.

VIDEOS FOR
THE WEEK
How To Meal Prep 12 Easy
Vegan Recipes

https://youtu.be/f3cQEMLnd_k

VIDEO GAMES NEWS & REVIEWS
Mr. Zacarias: Academic Instructor
A Japanese woman who built a
trendy following online with her video
game skills has been recognized as the
world’s oldest YouTube gamer, at the age
of 90.
Hamako Mori, known as “Gamer
Grandma” to her 250,000 YouTube subscribers, started gaming 39 years ago.
Her YouTube channel launched in 2015,
and she posts up to four videos a month.
In her clips, she does everything from
unboxing new consoles to broadcasting
her gaming prowess.
And now Mori, who counts the
“Grand Theft Auto” series among her

Heal your brain with video
games | Jane McGonigal

favorites, is officially the world’s oldest
gaming YouTuber, according to Guinness World Records. Mori says that, like
many of us, she sometimes games until 2
a.m. or later.
Hamako is a prime example that it
is never too late to learn something new
and is also proof of the pure joy that
video games can bring to anyone at any
age! You can find her YouTube channel
by searching “Gamer Grandma.”

https://tinyurl.com/ydg6mgxn

HOOOOP, THERE IT IS!!
Mr. Zacarias: Academic Instructor

Governor Gavin Newsom says that pro sports
could re-open in California by June 1 if the state
continues the same trend of declining cases. He
was also clear in stating that no fans will be allowed in attendance and that modifications will
need to be made for athletes to follow CDC guidelines. Lakers forward Jared Dudley has stated on
twitter that he believes the NBA will announce its
comeback in June with games to be played sometime in July. If he is correct, we are about eight
weeks away from seeing 5 on 5 basketball and
crowning an eventual champion! Hopefully, it resumes as soon as safely possible.
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